
E-Z R CONVERSION
2008 to present H-D® Rocker® & Rocker® C

(Instruction)

PARTS LIST
E-Z Conversion Includes:
Solo Seat
Struts
Fender
Steel Rock Guard
Light Brackets
Rubber Bump Stop
Hardware

www.heartlandbiker.com
2466 E. Fender Ave. Suite B Fullerton CA. 92831 Ph: 310-822-2697  Fax: 310-634-1271

We recommend that you mock up bike before you paint parts.
We also recommend that you lower the bike to achieve the desired look.

Left Rock Guard Right Rock Guard  Rock Guard Bolts  Strut and Fender Bolts Bump Stop

Light Brackets
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3. Remove the bump stop by taking the battery out
and removing the two bolts that mount the bump stop.

4. Install new supplied bump stop by simply pushing
it in to the threaded holes. Putting some household
spray cleaner on it will help it slip in. You may need to
grab the nipples with pliers and pull through.

1. Remove stock seat and the seat back support.

2. Remove stock fender and both top and bottom belt
guard.

We recommend reading through the entire install process before beginning.
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5. Slide the left half of the rock guard between the tire
and swingarm into the proper position. The welded
tabs should align over the holes in the swingarm.

6. With the hardware provided, screw each bolt in. You
may want to check the exact position before tighten-
ing. Use Blue Loctite.

7. Repeat step 5 & 6 to install right half of rock guard.
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8a. The easiest way to assemble the fender and struts is off 
the bike on a table.  Using a soft cloth underneath, set the 
fender upside down and lay out the struts next to it.  Bolt 
each strut to the fender. If you are planning to run rear 
turn/brake indicators, now is the time to install them.  The 
wires for the turn signals are meant to rest inside the struts 
in the “wire groove” and held in place by the fender.
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9. Now that the struts are mounted to the fender, you
will bolt them to the frame.  Using the hardware provided, 
screw each bolt in to the frame loosely. When tightening the 
bolts start by snugging them down and then torque the rear
bolts first, followed by the front bolts.

We recommend that you lower the rear of the bike to 
achieve the desired look.

10. Install top belt guard, bottom is not used. Install
new supplied seat by starting at the nose and making
sure the tongue is fitting in the frame. Then slowly
bring the seat down while checking clearance. The
seat should not interfere with anything in the battery
box. Push back of seat to activate the suction cup.

8c. Feed the wires through the small hole from the 
inside out.

8c

8b

8d

8d. Push the wires into the channel on the inside of the 
strut. You may want to use tape to hold wires in place 
while bolting the strut to the fender. Make sure there is 
no slack in the wire and that it is not pinched.

8b. First bolt the light to the light bracket.
(Always test lights before installation.)
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1. From the fender side of the harness cut at lest 10”
from the plug. Unplug the connection and plug in the
new Badlands Illuminator. Plug the pigtail into the
Illuminator. Each side has it’s own pigtail.

Connect the black wires from lights to pigtails black 
wire. This is the ground.
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2. From the fender side of the harness cut at lest 10”
from the plug. Unplug the connection and plug in the
new Badlands Illuminator. Plug the pigtail into the
Illuminator. Each side has it’s own pigtail.

Connect the black wires from lights to pigtails black 
wire. This is the ground. 

In order to obtain all three functions from your Heartland USA 
Billet Tear lights you will need 

Heartland USA Part #HL-LER 2008-2010 Rocker and Rocker C

Harley-Davidson Pig Tail
Wire Color Code:
Black - Ground
Green - Use for stop, run, turn
Both Sides
Others are not used for this 
application

Heartland USA Wire Color Code:
With Red LED’s
Red - Turn
Orange - Run
Black - Ground 

BILLET-TEAR
HD ROCKER & ROCKER C

REAR LED’S
3-FUNCTION WIRING FOR ALL ROCKER MODELS
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3. At each Billet-Tear, twist the Red and Orange wires
together.
The two wire combo will be connected to the Green 
pigtail wire for the Run, Turn and Brake for the RIGHT 
side light. 

Connect other Red, Orange Combo to the Green wire 
for the Run, Turn and Brake for the LEFT side. If you 
need a Run only light, for the Plate light use the pigtail 
with the Red and black wires only. Black is Ground 
and Red is the power wire.

Contact Heartland USA Technical Department 
with any Question 310-822-2697

www.heartlandbiker.com




